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Abstract

A distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack can disrupt the normal functioning of
Internet services of any organization. There exist many defense systems developed in the
past, but they suffer from some disadvantages. Here, we proposed a distributed defense
mechanism which detects and mitigate DDoS attacks by monitoring traffic on the edge
routers of stub networks. The defense mechanism can be deployed in the form of agents
and coordinator on the edge and gateway routers. The entropy based detection will
monitor the traffic passing through edge routers and identify if any suspicious flow exists
or not. The identified suspicious flow is further inspected to confirm whether it belongs to
the legitimate flow or attack flow. The attack related information extracted from the
attack packets is then passed to the coordinator. The coordinator shares this information
with the neighboring coordinators so that they can instruct their agents to monitor and
rate limit the traffic. The effectiveness of the defense system can be measured using some
performance metrics through experiments.
Keyword: DoS, DDoS, Defense, Coordinator, Agent, Entropy, Transit, Stub

1. Introduction
The attacker exploits existing internet services to perform DDoS attacks against a
victim [1-6]. These kinds of attacks prevent legitimate users from accessing a particular
network service by sending large unwanted traffic to victim machine/network. The
growth of the Internet in the recent years left many systems vulnerable to the attackers.
Attackers use those vulnerable machines to launch a coordinated attack against any
target/network. A DDoS attack [7-8] is a coordinated, large-scale attack performed
against the services of a target machine or network. The attack can be launched through a
huge number of intermediate compromised machines on the internet. An attacker is a
mastermind behind the attack which can generate floods of attack traffic through a large
number of botnets to consume bandwidth and resources of a specific target. DDoS attacks
put major challenges to organizations like the Internet and hosting providers, which can
suffer blows to bandwidth, reputation, and bottom line. The attacker performs a DDoS
attack by initially scanning some vulnerable machines on the Internet and gains their
access. The attacker takes their control by inserting some malicious code or executing
attack commands using some hacking tools. There can hundreds or thousands of
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compromised machines and these machines are usually called as ‘zombies.’ These
zombies’ machines collectively form a group called as the ‘botnet.’ The strength of attack
will merely depend on the size of the botnet. The disaster caused by the attack can be
intensified by increasing the botnet size, larger the botnet size more effective will be the
output of DDoS attack.
In [9], we have compared various DDoS defense mechanisms based on their
deployment locations and the outcome shows that distributed DDoS defense system can
more effectively control the flood of attack traffic. In [10], we also compared centralized
and distributed DDoS defense mechanism and proved that distributed defense is much
better as compared to centralized defense. This motivation helps us to work on a defense
mechanism which works in distributed environment. So here, we are going to propose a
defense method which can identify and drop the attack traffic at distributed points of the
Internet. The defense system can be put in the form of agents on the edge routers of the
stub networks. An agent is a software program, which can work on the behalf of ISPs
(Internet Service Providers) and perform a specific task assigned to them [11, 12]. The
agents monitor the traffic heading towards a particular network/destination. The agents
will observe the traffic passing through the edge routers and identify the happening of a
DDoS attack. The packets related to DDoS attack will be identified and dropped. The
agents will also communicate with each other to work as a team with a common goal of
defending the victim from various kinds of DDoS attacks. The agent's shares attack
related information with each other through the coordinator using secure messaging. In
this way, the attack can be detected and controlled at the early stages by the cooperation
of ISPs. The performance of the defense system can be evaluated by conducting
experiments in the presence and absence of attacks.
The flow of this paper is organized as follows. The existing Internet architecture and
strategy for the deployment of defense method is discussed in section II. Section III
highlights the detailed process of attack detection and defense mechanism. Section IV
describes the experimentation of defense system in which the whole simulation
environment is explained. The result against some related performance metrics is
evaluated and reviewed in Section V. Sections VI concludes with future research work.

2. Internet & Defense Model
The Internet topology is the arrangement of how autonomous systems, routers, and
hosts are connected to each other. The Internet can be divided into connected subnetworks which are under the control of different administrative authorities. These subnetworks are called domains or autonomous systems (AS). The AS are usually classified
into three categories depending on the way they manage transit traffic [13]. The
categories of AS are:


Stub AS: A stub AS is connected to only one other autonomous system. Stubs
may have other private connections, but publicly appear to have only one
connection to the rest of the Internet.



Multi-homed AS: A multi-homed AS is connected to two or more
autonomous systems and maintains its connection to the Internet even if one
AS connection fails. It is unable to carry transit traffic.



Transit AS: A transit AS links one AS to another and allows communication
to pass through it. ISPs, for example, offer their customer networks to access
other networks and the Internet via transit AS. It can carry both local and
transit traffic.
Our defense system is based on this model because the majority of existing research is
based on Internet topology that focuses on the autonomous systems. So our aim is to
develop a distributed defense model which provide defense against DDoS attack in source
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network (Stub AS). Stub autonomous systems are chosen for the deployments of defense
components because most of the attack traffic is originated from these places. The traffic
originated from a customer network will initially be processed by the edge router. The
edge router then forwards it to the gateway node which further passes it to the core router.
The core routers belong to the backbone network which carries information between
different stub networks. The stub autonomous system is the best place for early detection
and filtering of attack traffic and prevents it from reaching the victim. Figure 1 shows the
placement of defense agents and coordinators in transit-stub based Internet topology.

Figure 1. Internet Model with DDoS Defense Deployment
The defense system is distributed in nature as the defense components can be deployed
in various locations. There are mainly two entities i.e. agent and coordinator, which are
responsible for performing the distributed defense. The agents are specialized modules
which work on behalf of ISP or particular destination network. They can implement
various algorithms or procedures and can communicate with other modules like a
coordinator. The other entity of the defense system is a coordinator who manages various
agents in the stub network and passes attack related information as received from the
agents to the neighboring coordinators. The detection algorithm can be placed in the form
of agents on the edge routers of the stub network.

3. Defense Process
The defense system can be deployed in the form of agents on the edge routers of the
stub networks. The agents hosting detection algorithm will continuously monitor the
incoming traffic passing through the edge router. The entropy feature is used to measure
the randomness in the flow [14]. The entropy of a flow and router remains stable in the
absence of an attack. When a DDoS attack happens, it results in the decrease of flow as
well as router entropy. The entropy decreases because any one of the flow will start
dominating the traffic passing by the edge router. The detection algorithm running on the
edge router will observe and calculate normalized router entropy. Some parameters like
time interval, time window, and threshold values are predetermined and used in the
detection algorithm. If the value of normalized router entropy becomes less than a
particular threshold, then the traffic is considered as suspicious traffic. This traffic may
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contain one or more flows which are dominating the router traffic. The next step is to
identify the suspicious flow among the flows passing through the router. The packet rate
of all the flows is calculated and compared against a threshold value to know about the
suspicious flow. Once the suspicious flow is identified, the next step is to confirm
whether the flow is the part of the flash event or attack flow. The entropy rate of the
suspicious flow is calculated. The gateway router also calculates the entropy rate of
suspicious flow for the adjacent edge routers. If the difference between the entropy rates
for the suspicious flow at edge and gateway router is less than a threshold value then flow
will be treated as legitimate flow otherwise, it will be treated as attack flow (DDoS
attack). The flow which is identified as attack flow can be dropped. Figure 2 shows the
process used to carry out distributed defense against DDoS attacks.

Figure 2. The Defense Process
The next part of the defense process is to inform the neighbouring ISPs about the attack
information. The attack related information like src IP, dest IP, src Port, and dst Port is
passed to the coordinator by the agent where the attack is detected. The coordinator
further updates neighbouring coordinators about this attack related information. The
neighbouring coordinators then ask their agents to monitor and rate limit traffic heading
towards the particular destination. The whole communication between agents and
coordinator within ISP and between the coordinators of neighbouring ISPs is encrypted to
protect it from attackers. The effectiveness of the defense method can be increased by the
increasing the participation from ISPs.

4. Experimentation of the Proposed Defense System
The goals of simulation experiments are: illustrating the efficiency of the proposed
scheme, evaluating the performance of legitimate users during attacks in the absence and
presence of the defense system, and measuring collateral damages of the defense system
during attack detection and prevention. The different entities involved in a DDoS attack
are to be modeled in the simulation, including attackers, normal hosts, stub and transit
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domains. The target of the simulation is to find out whether the proposed agent-based
distributed defense system can be able to detect and defend DDoS attack successfully.
The efficiency of defense system can be evaluated by simulating a varying number of
nodes and different scales of attacks.
4.1. Simulation Environment
The simulation environment of the proposed defense system contains the following
components: OMNet++, INET framework, and ReaSE [15-17]. OMNeT++ is a discrete
event simulation framework, which is commonly used for the simulation of various kinds
of queuing and communication networks. OMNeT++ along with INET is well suited for
simulating large networks supporting realistic Internet topologies. A simulation in
OMNeT++ is composed of hierarchically structured modules, which contain the
functionality of simulation. The actual functionality of TCP/IP protocol is implemented
through simple modules by using one or more C++ classes. The simple modules can be
connected with each other via gates and combined to form compound modules. So, a
compound module can be defined, which reflects the whole working of a router or
standard host system. The compound modules itself can be connected to other modules by
using incoming and outgoing gates, also called a channel. A particular bandwidth or
packet delay can be assigned to each channel connecting different modules. Figure 3
shows the simple model structure of OMNeT++ modules.

Figure 3. OMNeT++ Model Structure
To simulate the internet like networks, OMNeT++ is used along with INET. The INET
is an extension of OMNeT++, which uses the similar idea of modules, which
communicates by message passing. The hosts, switches, routers and other network
devices are represented by OMNeT++ compound modules. These compound modules are
assembled from simple modules that represent applications, protocols, and other
functional components. ReaSE is an extension of INET framework, which permits us to
produce realistic simulation topologies keeping multiple aspects of real world network
such as some nodes, traffic patterns, link bandwidth and attack traffic, etc. ReaSE can also
generate topology on both AS level and router level.
4.2. Simulation Scenario
To perform simulation, firstly we need realistic Internet topologies. ReaSE has been
developed as an extension for OMNeT++ and is based on the protocols implemented by
the INET framework. ReaSE offers own topology generation through GUI-based tools as
well as traffic generation during simulations based on different network services and
traffic types. It can generate realistic Internet topology of varying sizes along with
background traffic based on the defined parameters. Here, we first discuss the details of
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network topology and then the generation of background traffic to be used in the
simulation.
4.2.1. Network Topology
The network topology is simulated on two levels. In the first tier, the network topology
of AS is simulated. The Positive-Feedback Preference (PFP) method is used to simulate
the Internet on AS level [18]. Figure 4 shows the initial topology chosen for the
simulation of the proposed defense model, which is generated by ReaSE extension for
INET. The generated network topology consists of three AS (AS level topology). The
chosen parameters for initial level network topology used in the experiments are given in
Table 1. Figure 4 shows AS level network topology, containing 6 transit AS named tas2,
tas3, tas4, tas6, tas9, tas10 and 14 stubs AS named sas0, sas1, sas5, sas7, sas8, sas11,
sas12, sas13, sas14, sas15, sas16, sas17, sas18, sas19. The globe represents transit AS and
stub AS is represented by clouds.

Figure 4. AS Level Network Topology
On the second level, the router-level topology is constructed. The network at router
level is built on a layered approach. The first layer in each domain consists of a varying
number of hosts and servers. Some hosts which turn into DDoS zombies are present at
this level. The second layer contains some edge routers, which provides connectivity
services for its customer hosts/networks to the external networks. The edge routers
provide a means of communication between gateways and end user hosts/networks. The
gateways are present on the third layer of the network. In each domain, multiple edge
routers are connected with a single gateway, which results in converging several LANs at
a gateway. The fourth level of the network contains core routers, which provides interdomain connectivity. Figure 5 shows the router level topology of sas7. The other transit
and stub AS also have the same kind of structure.
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Figure 5. Router Level Topology of Stub AS7
The network scenario simulated for performance evaluation consists of 20 AS (6 transit
and 14 stubs) which further contains 20 core routers, 31 gateways, 175 edge routers and
1270 end systems. Table 1 shows the various configuration parameters used in the
simulation.
Table 1. Configuration Parameters for AS Level and Router Level Topology
Level

Parameters
Transit Node Thresh
Nodes
Parameter - P

AS
Level

Router
Level

Parameter -D

R-Node-Max
R-Node-Min
Core-Ratio
Core-Cross-Link-Ratio
Hosts-Per-Edge-Max
Hosts-Per-Edge-Min

Description
Minimum node degree to be a transit AS
Number of autonomous systems generated
PFP Growing Parameter which represents
number of new node connections
PFP Growing Parameter, it characterizes the
nodes preference level, depending on their
connectivity after the addition of new node
to the network
Maximum router nodes per router topology
Minimum router nodes per router topology
Percentage of core router nodes per router
topology
Percentage of core cross-link ratio
Maximum number of host per edge router
Minimum number of host per edge router

Value
20
20
0.4
0.04

13
8
5.0
20.0
10
5

The different level of router operates at different speeds. The core routers of various
domains are connected to each other through very high-speed links. Similarly, core router
within each AS connects to few gateway routers via high-speed links and multiple edge
routers are connected to the gateway through medium speed. Lastly, the edges routers
connect to many hosts with low-speed links. Table 2 shows the link properties of the
chosen topology.
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Table 2. Link Properties used in ReaSE
Router Level
Core to Core
Core to Gateway
Gateway to Edge
Edge to Server
Edge to Host
Host to Edge

Link Speed
2.5 Gbps
1 Gbps
155 Mbps
10 Mbps
0.768 Mbps
0.128 Mbps

Delay
1 ms
1 ms
1 ms
5 ms
5 ms
5 ms

4.2.2. Traffic Generation
After the creation of appropriate topology, it is important to ensure that the traffic to be
generated by hosts and other nodes must show resemblance with realistic Internet traffic
to get accurate and meaningful results. The traffic patterns can be realistic if they show
self-similar behavior [19], which requires the proper mixture of multiple types of traffic.
ReaSE [17], D-ITG [20], TrafGen [21], and BonnTraffic [22] are some popular traffic
generators, which can generate self-similar traffic patterns. One possible solution to attain
self-similar traffic behavior is by using multiple sources of traffic which can be switched
off and on based on heavy tailed intervals [23]. The other possible method is to create
traffic at packet level by reproducing suitable stochastic processes for both packet sizes
random variables and inter-departure time [20]. We choose ReaSE for the generation of
realistic internet traffic because it combines both techniques mentioned above (i.e. packet
level modification and multiple traffic sources) and accepts a suitable combination of
different protocols based on TCP, UDP, AND ICMP to produce eight different traffic
profiles and allocates a selection probability to each one these profiles. Table 3 shows the
various traffic sources, protocol, and flow percentage.
Table 3. Link Properties used in ReaSE
Traffic Source
HTTP
FTP
Telnet
Interactive Traffic
Streaming Traffic
Ping Traffic
Mail traffic
Backup Traffic

Protocol
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
UDP
ICMP
TCP
TCP

Flow (%)
45.5
18.5
9.5
10.5
2.4
3.6
4.5
5.5

4.3.3. Attack Traffic
To test any DDoS defense mechanism, we need some malicious nodes which can
produce realistic attack traffic. The Tribe Flood Network [24] is a real tool; it can be used
to generate DDoS attacks. ReaSE integrates TFN (Tribe Flood Network), a real attack
tool that is used to perform a DDoS attack on any host. TFN works by randomly choosing
and replacing some normal host with DDoS zombies. This compound module
DDoSZombie is made with a simple module TribeFloodNetwork with some other INET
modules which are necessary to accomplish the functionality of an attacking system. The
module TribeFloodNetwork implements the real functionality of producing attack packets
as per the parameters configured in the simulation. These packets are then directly sent to
the IP layer of INET framework. In our simulation, a total 238 DDoSZombies are placed
across various autonomus systems, at simulation time 10th sec, the zombies start the
DDoS attack based on TCP SYN packets & 92% of the zombies jointly launch the attack
by sending a fixed rate TCP SYN packets to the victim Webserver62 which is in sas17.
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5. Results & Discussions
To evaluate the performance of the proposed solution, we conducted a simulation
experiment using different simulation parameters. The various connection related
parameters like bottleneck links, delay, various traffic sources and their flow percentage
are already mentioned the above section. A legitimate user sends a randomly chosen
request with steady traffic rates in the range [2Kbps, 20Kbps]. If the request reaches at the
server successfully, then the server will initiate the result within a certain processing
delay. The legitimate and attack users are randomly distributed in different stub domains.
A number of experiments are carried out by varying the number of attackers & attack
intensities. The simulation will run for 25 seconds and results will be collected in the form
of scalar and vector output values. The scalar has a single output value (e.g. the number of
packets received) but vector stores series of time-value pairs during the simulation period.
These statistics can later be analyzed with the data of interest. The effect of DDoS attack
and defense mechanism on the performance of legitimate traffic is explained below.
5.1. Throughput
Throughput is the rate of which a packet will be successfully delivered to a destination
over a communication channel. Throughput can be used to check the performance and
network efficiency in a way that a high throughput offers high network performance and
vice versa. The throughput is usually measured in terms of the total number of packets
delivered to the destination. When an attack is launched, legitimate and attack traffic, both
use the bottleneck link. So throughput is defined as a number of legitimate packets
received at the destination per second. Throughput can also be measured in terms of
goodput and badput respectively. Goodput is defined as the number of bytes per second of
legitimate traffic that is received at the server, and badput is defined as the number of
bytes per second of attack traffic that is received at the server. The throughput is measured
in terms of evaluating the number of legitimate packets delivered to the destination in the
following three cases.

No of Packets Received

1. In the absence of attack & defense mechanisms,
2. In the presence of attack but in the absence of defense system, and
3. In the presence of both attack & defense mechanisms.
225
200
175
150
125
100
75
50
25
0
0

2

4

6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
Time (Sec)
Packets Received (without attack)
Packets Received (with attack, without defense)

Figure 6. Throughput Variations
The attack starts at 10th seconds after the start of legitimate traffic and ends at 22nd
seconds. Finally, we calculated the number of packets delivered to the destination in the
cases mentioned above. Figure 6 shows the performance of legitimate packets in above
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mentioned three situations. The X-axis represents time intervals in seconds, and the Yaxis represents the number of legitimate packets delivered to the destination in different
situations.
5.2. Response Time

Response Time (Sec)

In the second set of experiments, the effect of DDoS attack and defense system on the
response time taken by legitimate packets during transmission is measured. Response time
is the measure of the amount of time required for packets to travel across a network path
from a sender to a receiver. It is the combination of time taken by a packet to travel from
client to server, server delay and the time required for a packet to reach to client from
server. Here we record and calculate the response time taken by legitimate packets in the
cases mentioned above.
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Simulation Time (Sec)

Response Time (in the absence of attack)
Response Time (in the presence of attack but without defense)
Response Time (in the presence of attack but with defense)

Figure 7. Response Time Variations
Initially, the response time is evaluated when there is no attack. The response time
remains stable i.e. less than 0.1 sec, in the absence of an attack. The attack is launched at
the 10th second; the response time starts increasing with the increase in attack packets
strength. Figure 7 shows that the maximum response time can touch even 1.1 seconds
during the attack. In the third case, we identify the effect of defense method on the
performance of response time. The response time will start increasing as soon as the
attack is launched during the 10th second but soon it will be controlled by the invocation
of defense system at the 12th second.
5.3. Deployment
In the third set of experiments, the benefits of increased deployment are investigated.
The effectiveness of the defense system can be increased if the defense system can be
deployed on more number of edge routers. The edge routers of stub networks where
defense system needs to be deployed are directly under the control of ISPs. So if they
agree to participate in the defense process, the overall effectiveness of defense can be
increased.
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Figure 8. Edge Router Variations
Figure 8 displays the number of legitimate packets dropped due to false alarm rate will
decrease gradually with the increase in the edge routers which joins the defense system.
By implementing the defense system on a sufficient number of edge routers, the attack
traffic can be identified and dropped more efficiently, and the number of the attack
packets reaching the victim server will get decreased.

6. Conclusion & Future Work
The main focus of this paper is to propose a defense systems which detect and filter
attack traffic in distributed environment. The transit-stub model of Internet topology is
used for the implementation of the defense system. The agents holding detection and
filtering mechanism can be placed on various edge routers of the stub autonomous system.
The agents monitor the traffic passing through edge routers and identify for suspicious
traffic. The suspicious traffic can further be investigated to confirm whether it is creating
a DDoS attack or not. The packets which belong to attack traffic can be dropped and
further investigated. The attack related information extracted from packet header will be
exchanged with the coordinator. The coordinator then further shares this information with
the neighboring coordinators. The nearby coordinators then ask their agents to protect the
identified destination against the DDoS attack. The effectiveness of defense system will
depend on two factors.



Firstly, the threshold values used in the detection algorithm will decide the
percentage of false positive and false negative which in effect control the
collateral damage
Secondly, the participation of ISPs will determine the effectiveness of defense
system; more participation will ensure high legitimate packet delivery ratio

The future work is to test the performance of defense system by increasing more
number of transit-stub domains in an incremental fashion. The effectiveness of defense
system will also be compared against the same kind of defense mechanisms.
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